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QUESTION: 106
 
You should always run workflow subscriptions in what mode?
 

A. Exclusive. 
B. Collaboration. 
C. Synchronous. 
D. Asynchronous. 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 107
 
If the following tree in a nested choice list is selected (Branch1 -> Branch2 -> Branch3 ->
 
Branch4), what is stored as the value: (assume the values below represent the actual values of
 
the selections, not just the display value)?
 

A. Branch4 
B. Branch3->Branch4 
C. Branch2->Branch3->Branch4 
D. Branch1->Branch2->Branch3->Branch4 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 108 
What is a user implemented action that the Content Engine system performs when a document 
moves from one state to another called? 

A. Event action. 
B. Publish action. 
C. Lifecycle action. 
D. Versioning action. 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 109
 
Which two of the following indicators are only defined in a property template? (choose two.)
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A. Data type. 
B. Cardinality. 
C. Choice list. 
D. Default value. 
E. Class association. 

Answer: A, B 

QUESTION: 110
 
An object valued property can be used to enforce which two of the following? (choose two.)
 

A. Annotations. 
B. Referential integrity. 
C. Security inheritance. 
D. Content classification. 
E. Maximum content size. 

Answer: B, C 

QUESTION: 111
 
The Content Engine sets a newly created storage area to what resource status?
 

A. Open. 
B. Ready. 
C. Standby. 
D. New Content. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 112
 
Of the following statements about searches, which two are true?  (choose two.)
 

A. Stored searches are versionable documents. 
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B. Stored searches are customizable at run time. 
C. Search templates allow for searching across multiple object stores. 
D. Search templates can contain only property-based search parameters. 
E. Stored searches can only be created through the FileNet Enterprise Manager. 

Answer: A, C 

QUESTION: 113
 
Document entry templates allow the designer to force values for which of the following items?
 

A. Location, class, properties, and security. 
B. Class, properties, security, but not location. 
C. Location, class, security, but not properties. 
D. Location, class, properties, but not security. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 114 
Before updating a Content Engine and process Engine with a fix pack, how will you verify the 
supported product versions? 

A. Plan and prepare guide. 
B. Fix pack compatibility matrix. 
C. All fix packs are supported on any product versions. 
D. No need to verify anything, always use latest version. 

Answer: B 
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